INSTRUCTIONS FOR WELCOME TO DSM-5!
Read ALL instructions carefully before registering for this class.
This seminar earns 3.5 Self Study CEs. The materials are comprehensive and
they must be read thoroughly to complete the course.
Upon receipt of your Registration and Payment, a 20 point true/false pre quiz will
be sent to you in PDF and doc formats. If you have scanning capability, please
complete the quiz by hand and scan it back to me. If you do not have scanning
capability, you can complete the doc version and return it by attachment. Please
bold and underline your answers when using the Doc format. Doc formats will
probably arrive skewed in transit. (I work from a Mac)
The pre quiz is the baseline that measures what you know when you begin this
Self Study course. The post quiz indicates how much you have learned. Do NOT
guess on the pre quiz. Guessing skews results. Quiz questions focus on key
features and changes made in DSM-5. The answers to all quiz questions will be
in the materials sent to you. Feel free to refer to your materials during the post
quiz.
Upon receipt of your pre quiz, all class materials, including the post quiz and
evaluation, will be emailed to you via PDF attachments. Study at your leisure.
When you have finished your Self Study, complete the post quiz and return it with
your evaluation.
IMPORTANT NOTES:
• You must receive a score of 70% or higher to pass the post quiz. If you do not
pass the post quiz, you will be required to take the quiz again until you are able
to pass. Because it’s a true/false quiz, clearly I cannot tell you which questions
you’ve answered incorrectly.
• For individuals who score 70% or above on the pre quiz - if you miss the same
questions on the post quiz - that will indicate that you have not carefully read all
of the materials. You will be told how many questions you’ve gotten wrong on
the post quiz, but you will be required to take the quiz again until those
questions have been answered correctly.
If you have any questions, email me at: jridgemha@aol.com
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